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We incredibly rich and largely spoiled North Americans need to
turn to finite and material things, rather than flee from them,

for this may be the character of our continuing and eternal existence.

REFLECTIONS ON
MORMON MATERIALISM

By John Durham Peters

MUCH IN MORMON THINKING SUGGESTS A POS-

itive attitude toward the realm of matter--the Earth, our
bodies, material things. At the most basic level, Mormon
cosmology is the story of humankind’s increasing immersion
in matter for the sake of progress and growth. Though life on
Earth may sometimes feel to us like a brief sojourn in an alien
condition or an enforced terror in a dark place of forgetting and
temptation, it is more fundamentally a sort of homecoming.
We live on Earth, not as exiles from a more perfect realm of
spirit and crystal, but rather as initiates into a new, and higher,
stage of existence: the realm of element, of matter, of bodies.

The world of pure spirit is a preschool: Earth life is a higher
order where spirit and element commingle. Mortal life is not a
deviation but a foreshadowing of what is to come; it is an
invitation, not a condemnation. This continuity of present and
future spheres is emphatically expressed in the distinctive
Mormon doctrine that the very earth on which we now live,
not some distant heaven, will be the eternal dwelling place of
its valiant citizens. Heaven, in a Mormon vision, is not an
alternative to but the exaltation of this world. The marriage of
matter and spirit is the order of the eternities: "spirit and
element, inseparably connected, receive a fullness of.joy; And
when separated, man cannot receive a fullness of joy" (D&C
93:33-34).

A positive attitude toward matter shows up in key places of
Mormon thought. Joseph Smith wrote that spirit was a form of
matter, and that God the Father and his Son have tangible
bodies of flesh and bone (D&¢ 130, 131). Orson Prattg classic
treatise, The Absurdities of Immaterialism, denounced as absurd
any theology that was not materialist. Brigham Young saw Zion
as a place where holiness was crowned by the beautiful and
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good things of the earth. Such examples, doctrinal and histor-
ical, could be extended almost endlessly. Mormon thinking
traditionally melts down the metaphysical barrier between
matter and spirit. Matter, for Mormonism, does not weigh
down spirit; it brings glory to it. 1 The glory of God is described
in Mormon scriptures as inseparable from the increasingly
wondrous collaborations of spirit and element throughout the
universe.

Despite this magnificent heritage, we hardly have any ink-
ling of the philosophical and practical consequences of the
materiality of spirit and the spirituality of matter. Much of our
doctrinal discourse slips into older Christian habits. Thus we
talk about the spiri~ and the body at war, or about the dual
nature of our existence.2 Further, current Mormon attitudes
and practices are often confused about the realm of matter. On
the one hand, the most wondrous of all material things, the
human body, is often mistrusted as a source of sin (or sinful
tendencies) and hence in need of mastery. On the other, we
Mormons are almost famous for being heirs of the Protestant
ethickthe notion that (to simplify) if you are righteous you are
rich and vice versa. That these two attitudes--the distrust of
the body and the love of material success--coexist should
strike us as something of a puzzle: how can you simulta-
neously disdain and adore material things? In what follows, I
offer a few reflections on this puzzle, bearing in mind the
curious fact that while denunciations of the lust for fine things
are a dime a dozen, ihardly anyone votes with their checkbook
against fine things when all else is equal.

THE BODY
Why the Body is Not a Source of Sin

A DISTRUST of the body is one of the major legacies of
the Christian tradition. Neo-Platonism, Gnosticism, and Helle-
nic culture generally helped teach Christians that their bodies
were a gross weight and a bondage from which the spirit
should long to soar free) A whole language and set of disci-
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plinary practices developed
around the lusts of the flesh, the
passions of carnal (i.e., fleshly or
embodied) beings, and so on,
that blamed the body for sin.
We inherit, by default and lack
of a positive alternative, some of
this language and the attitudes
that go with it. All too often
Mormons feel their bodies to be
sinful, as sources of temptation,
as secondary to the spirit, and in
need of the spirit’s discipline.
The reasoning seems to go like
this: We live on Earth as spirits
in bodies. Our spirits are eter-
nal, pure, and born of God. Our
bodies are temporary and
earth(1)y. Further, we all sin.
What then is the source of sin?
It can’t be the spirit, since it is
eternal. Therefore, it must be the
body.

I do not believe that anything
in the gospel truly obligates us
to such a conception of bodily
evil. Consider King Benjaming
dictum: "The natural man is an
enemy to God" (Mosiah 3:19).
What is this "natural man"? Is it
man and woman embodied,

F ASTING IS AN ACT OF SOLIDARITY WITH OUR

FATHER’S CHILDREN WHO ARE PERPETUALLY

HUNGRY--TO FEEL, BRIEFLY, AS THEY DO AND TO

DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT--NOT AN EXERCISE IN

SELF-AFFLICTION.

with our built-in inclinations to eat, sleep, mate, and so on?
Clearly not. Benjamin is not referring to humans in the state of
nature, but to socialized adults. This is clear in his point that
the little child is the opposite of "the,natural man." Benjamin’s
terminology is a bit confusing since natural" can signify both
the innocent joys of paradise and the animal brutishness of raw
physical need. Clearly, in any case, the "enemy to God" is not
the body.4 Worldliness, not bodiliness, seems to be the prob-
lem. Furthermore, if the body were the source of sin, then
infants indeed would need baptism; but they do not (Moroni
8). That we baptize children when they are eight years old
testifies that it is not the body per se that leads to sin, but
something else. Likewise, humankind did not instantly be-
come "carnal, sensual, and devilish" upon exiting Eden, but as
a consequence of a specific choice some people made (Moses
5:13). (One wonders if one could choose to avoid this state
afterwards--a problem for another paper.)

The relative contributions of the spirit and the body to
human sinfulness is a complex theological problem that I hope
to address another time. Clearly, the body cannot be singled
out as the prime culprit. In fact, Mormon theology can be read
in a way that sees our bodies and their appetites as good and
beautiful-- it is choices and abuses that corrupt them.5 Hence
the spirit, as the agency of choice, might be a more likely
candidate for the source of sin.

Why the Notion of
the Spirit Mastering

the Body Makes No Sense

THE whole imagery about
the relation of spirit and body
that we have inherited is one of
the spirit as master and the body
as slave--an imagery that needs
to be examined for its violence:
whips, chains, subjection, en-
slavement, mastery, taming, and
so on. Too often it is implied, for
instance, that we fast monthly to
somehow let the spirit breathe
free from its dead bodily weight
for awhile. Fasting thus becomes
a sort of spiritual discipline de-
signed to knock the body into
shape, a self-denial in the name

of increased "spirituality." Where
did this strange asceticism come
from? In contrast, the spiritual
foundations of the monthly fast in
Mormondom have less to do with
the discipline of self than the love
of others.6 Fasting is an act of sol-
idarity with the many of our
Father’s children who are perpetu-
ally hungry--to feel, briefly, as
they do and to do something

about it--not an exercise in self-affliction (see Isaiah 58). More
centrally, the scriptures are clear that the urge to lordship and
domination is suspect in whatever shape it appears. Even (or
especially) when you’re doing it to yourself or your body, it’s
still domination. You don’t need a Nietzsche, the German
philosopher, to tell you that there is usually a lot of resent-
ment--the frustrated desire for power or recognition--at the
heart of self-denial. Nietzsche had a keen eye for seeing how
some people get pleasure from suffering stoically, all the while
enjoying a fine sense of their own nobility. He believed that
Christianity was "nothing but" the will to power turned in-
ward: since the kingdom was not built on Earth, Christians
turned their desire to rule and reign on themselves. Asceticism
(which he saw as the predominant character of Christianity) is
the last resort of the urge to be master somewhere and over
something, if only oneg own body. You don’t have to agree with
Nietzscheg conclusions to learn from his analysis (and there’s
no reason, given the Mormon view of the history of Christian-
ity, why we cannot take Nietzsche as an acute analyst of the
fruits of apostasy).7 Civilization naturally rests on some chan-
neling of biological appetites, but when Mormons think of the
spirit as beating the body into submission, as we often do, we
perpetuate a long tradition of flawed thinking and practice
about the body. Instead, we need to find new--or better yet,
old--and more healthy ways of thinking about the relation of
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body and spirit.
The Mormon theological

imagination has bardy begun to
explore how to think about the
mix of body and spirit. But let us
imagine for a moment--what if
we thought the task of Earth life
was not to make the body behave,
but to teach the spirit modera-
tion? Many of the foibles of mor-
tals are not anchored in the bodyg
appetites, but in our capacity for
imagination and aspiration, ri-
valry and pride. When the Lord
says to Moroni, "I give unto [my
children] weakness that they may
be humble" (Ether 12:27), this
might be imaginatively interpre-
ted as saying, "I give unto my
children bodies that their de-
sires not be infinite." Maybe the
real lesson of mortality is not to
master the flesh, but to mellow
the spirit. Maybe we come into
the world with an eternityg ex-
perience of boundlessness. The
task here is to become comfort-
able in an imperfect body, to

W HAT IF WE THOUGHT THE TASK OF EARTH LIFE

WAS NOT TO MAKE THE BODY BEHAVE, BUT TO

Three scriptural images present
three different ways of dealing
with this gap; we may be able to
learn something from them
about the relation of spirit and
body.

TOWER, TEMPLE, IDOL:
Images of the Gap between

Human Limitation and Desires

TEACH THE SPIRIT MODERATION?

encounter checks on infinite desires. "Why am I no longer
infinite?" is a question behind maW resentments, ambitions,
longings, and dominations. The body is the school of finitude.
The real evils are less those of the flesh than of run-away
ambition. Meanness, snideness, cruelty, spouse or child abuse,
torture, inquisitions, and genocides are not evils that arise from
the body, but from the desire for power, the urge to rule and
reign. People can be more dangerous when they try to be gods
on Earth than when their bodies are insufficiently harnessed.
We try to be lords, only to end up lording over our fellows. The
twentieth century shows clearly that rationally organized pro-
cedure can be a million-fold more dangerous than run-away
passion. A cool Hitler is ultimately more dangerous than a hot
Elvis.

Clearly not all these problems--as acutely diagnosed in the
pages of the Book of Mormon as they are by Nietzschemcan
be attributed to the spirit. I do not aim to celebrate the body
and blame the spirit--you don’t cure an unhealthy dualism by
inverting it. The point is that we mortals get lost more often in
chasing after the infinite than in dwelling in finitude and that
our bodies have much to teach us about sanity, modesty, and
moderation. Lust exceeds in imagination anything the body
could endure in practice. Admittedly, we can dream, long, and
imagine in ways we can never act, fulfill, or create: this makes
us human. There is a sort of built-in "disproportion" between
the vastness of human desires and the limitations of mortality.
This disproportion makes us human; it fuels action and cre-
ativity and dreaming; but it can also lead to strange results.

THE Tower of Babel is the

story of desire run berserk, of a
longing for the infinite that dis-
torts the finite realm. The story,
of course, concerns an attempt
to reconcile heaven and earth.
We read in Genesis 11 that a
group of people in the plains of
Shinar apparently decided that
templesMwhich throughout the
ancient world were called the
binding points of heaven and
earth---were not enough.8 "After
all," the builders must have rea-
soned, "anyone can see that tem-
ples do not really reach the sky

and hence are at best a mere metaphor of the union of earth
and sky." So they decided to actually reach heaven by building
a tower. With care and calculation, they thoroughly baked
bricks so that they would not crumble beneath the weight of
the tower, and started to build skyward. Up and up they went.
The project was interrupted by a confusion of tongues sent by
a God worried about their ambition. Perhaps the confusion,
however, was less a curse motivated by God’s fear of his
potentially uncontrollable offspring than his intervention to
stop a quest doomed to be lost in infinitude. If they had not
been interrupted, how far would they have gone before they
found the sky? With resources and energy enough, the tower
would today be swiping through the asteroid belt, still unable
to get to heaven. Their quest would have assumed the infinite
proportions of its object: they never would have found what
they were looking for; they would have sought endlessly. For
heaven is always beyond, somewhere else. The more bricks
one applies, the less attainable heaven becomes.

The tower was motivated by what is essentially a religious
quest: to get to heaven. The aim was legitimate, the method
mad. The tower builders wanted to construct a bridge from
mortality to immortality on which one could physically ascend.
The whole project was an attempt to erase the tension between
heaven and earth. This tension, in contrast, was acknowledged
by the temple. The temple had no pretensions of selling tickets
to the sky-train; its devotees, if we follow Hugh Nibley’s claim
that temples anciently were first and foremost observatories,
gazed at the heavens in wonder. The stars were enigmas and
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omens to be read, never to be
attained. The temple derived its
energy and power precisely
from the tension that the tower
sought to overcome. The pres-
ence of heaven in the temple
was metaphorical, open, and
unfulfilled. A temple-goer saw
the stars, longed for the trea-
sures in the heavens, and felt the
relative    nothingness    of
humanity’s present state (Moses
1:10). The union of heaven and
earth was a dream, a contempla-
tion, a hope that one could
bridge that gap; those dreams
did not deny but came face to
face with the negativity and per-
manent unfulfillment of human
longing. The tower builders
thus denied the gap in a quest
for the infinite; the temple-goers
embraced it in all its paradoxes.
The temple converted the elu-
siveness of the heavens to an en-
ergy of devotion that recognized
human limits; the tower strove
to erase the abyss via a massive
public works project.

The case of idolatry manages the gap between longing and
object in the exact opposite way. While Babel’s architects saw
heaven as beyond, idolaters believed it to be immediately
present. If the tower-builders suffered from too much tran-
scendence, idolaters suffered from too much immanence. The
tower makes a parody of longing, idolatry of fulfillment. In the
idol all divinity is to be found, here and now; there is nothing
left to strive for, for heaven has taken up residence on earth.
Idolatry brings heaven down to earth; the tower brings earth
up to heaven. In both cases, the marriage of spirit and matter,
infinite and finite, is adulterated: the tower gives earth the
infinite proportions of the heavens (the building); idolatry
gives heaven the finite proportions of earth (a piece of wood or
clay that is a divinity). In both cases, one partner in the
marriage takes over and dominates the other.

The temple, in contrast, is a place of marriage: it is the
binding point of heaven and earth, and also the place where
the union of man and woman is sanctified. Both give, both
take; together they are one, but they can be one only because
they are different. So also spirit and matter are at once forever
different and forever interdependent.

MATERIALISM

~MATERIALISM’’" " is a complex and confusing word. In
everyday speech, "materialism" refers not to a philosophical
doctrine about the fundamental composition of the cosmos,

but serves as a term for acquisi-
tiveness. It is ironic that the de-
sire to have is called
"materialism." While the term
accurately describes the conse-
quences of this desire (the accu-
mulation of a sheer bulk of
material things), it does not de-
scribe its origins. Materialism is a
quest much like the Tower of
Babel--running toward some-
thing that you may already have,
but don’t recognize. It results,
paradoxically, from a lack of ap-
preciation of material things,
and works as a temporary salve
to a spiritual wound.

Our bodies are really not all
that demanding, in general, for
basic maintenance. It is surpris-
ing (as Thoreau demonstrated in
Walden) how little it takes--of
food, labor, and money--to
keep our bodies healthy and our
minds lively. To be sure, as ani-
mals we have built-in nesting in-
stincts and a preference for
security, but these are almost al-
ways defined socially. We listen

to what society says are suitable clothes, "gracious homes,"
fashionable cars, and so on, rather than to our bodily needs
(which would likely give much more modest answers in gen-
eral). Consider Donald Trump’s ninety-foot living room that he
had in the late 1980s. As he admitted, he couldn’t possibly
need it--but he liked being the only person in New York City
to have one. What, then, brings him enjoyment? He takes
pleasure not from the room, but from the realm of social
comparison. Just as a few more bricks to Babel shows that
heaven is not there yet, so as soon as someone else gets a
hundred-foot living room, Trump’s pleasure will evaporate.
Only pleasures that lose nothing when removed from the
public eye are genuine.

This is to say that "materialism" is not really concerned with
matter--with goods or things in themselves~but with signs,
status, comparison, prestige. It is not properly materialist but
the most metaphysical of quests. We want fancy charge cards
and tailored suits not so much for what we can do with them
but for what they mean or for what they will buy us in the
marketplace of other’s opinions~which buttresses our waver-
ing opinions of ourselves. Advertising shows that symbolic
associations, more than practical uses, sell products. Adver-
tisements give us lifestyle, prestige, honor, gleam, and sparkle
more often than they do usable or modest products.9

If we had more confidence in what our bodies~as op-
posed to others--tell us what we need, we would likely have
a saner relationship to the material world. We would want
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houses that pleasantly meet our
needs rather than ones that
allow us to admire ourselves
through the eyes of others. I just
bought a used car, and I find
myself often studying its ap-
pearance, discovering its angles
and overall shape. I like how it
looksmbut I can never see how
it looks when I am driving it.
Only others can. I would be
hard pressed to sort out the mix-
ture of my personal feelings for
the car and my sense of its sym-
bolic meaning in the more gen-
eral automotive universe.
Materialism can be a spiritual
quest gone haywire, a quest for
a better world, in the skies or in
the eyes of others, where one
will never find it. How can we
redirect the theological esteem
for matter and element in Mor-
mon thought into sane attitudes
toward things?

We are talking about matters

O NLY PLEASURES THAT LOSE NOTHING WHEN RE-

MOVED FROM THE PUBLIC EYE ARE GENUINE.

of economics here, and a great treatise on the sources of value
(the centerpiece of economic theory) is Lehi’s dream of the Tree
of Life (1 Nephi 8). This story contrasts two competing sources
of human motivation: public esteem and private satisfaction.
Lehi sees a tree, more beautiful than all others with fruit
sweeter than all others. That the fruit in itself is delicious and
that one must endure major stress to acquire it are taken for
grantedmLehi has no problem with a fervent desire for the
sweetest, finest, and most beautiful of all things. Those who eat
the tree’s fruit know its satisfactions in an immediate, bodily
way. But across the way is a tall, "great and spacious" building
filled with fashionable souls who point mocking fingers at the
tasters. Does Lehi blithely assume that taste buds are stronger
evidence than the opinions of others? No--he warns that
whoever pays heed to the mockers leaves the tree. The choice
posed is stark: what to use as a guide for action? Your own
experience or the approval of others? More often than not, we
place more trust in the wisdom of the world--which is visible,
public, and secure as convention can make it~than our own
quiet satisfactions (if we even know what they are). We desire
things desired by others. Or, as with Donald Trump, enjoy-
ment is dependent on the esteem we reap, while the immediate
joy (or sorrow) our bodies feel gets ignored.

"Use-value" versus "exchange-value" is a classic contrast in
economic theory. Use-value is defined by the relationship
between a person (or society) and a commodity. Thus I may
use a cherry tree for shade, for fruit, for wood, for a tree-house,
for decoration. The variety of uses depends on the inherent
properties of the commodity and my needs and practices.
Exchange-value, in contrast, is defined by the abstract work-

ings of the market. The cherry
tree’s exchange value only ab-
stractly relates to what kinds of
immediate uses or enjoyments it
can yield; it is determined by the
current supply of and demand
for cherry trees in the market.
Marx’s critique of capitalism, for
instance, was partly that use-
value was being gobbled up by
exchange value, that concrete
uses were disappearing before
the tyrannical and illusionary
workings of the market. In Lehi’s
terms, one’s treasures come to
be defined not by the taste or
sweetness of the fruit but by the
current state of 9Pinion in the
great building across the way.

Once while in Washington,
D.C., I crossed the Potomac to
nearby Alexandria, trying (un-
successfully) to find the child-
hood house I had lived in
twenty-five years earlier. Driving
through Old Town, ! was im-

pressed by the lovely shops, the appealing array of colors, the
exotic restaurants, the charming colonial architecture, and the
beautiful people walking about. How could anyone, I thought,
be sourpuss enough to deny the loveliness of the place? The
beauty and attraction of it is real. But that beauty occurs within
a larger geography. Semiotics, the general study of signs and
their relations, has taught us that all symbols take meaning
with reference to the entire system of which they are a part,
and Alexandria cannot but help derive some of its appeal from
its contrast with other places, such as southeast Washington,
D.C. Beauty needs squalor and takes strength (negatively)
from it, at least in this fallen world.

Could it not be that our private pleas~ures are the symptoms
of inequality? That matters of personal consumption are fun-
damentally linked to the social and spiritual welfare of the
human family as a whole? It is not comfortable to recognize
that some of our pleasures may be predicated on others’
discomforts, that one man’s meat is another man’s starvation.
My point is not to condemn lovely things or to denounce our
appreciation of them. Indeed, beauty may be the most eternal
of all--in a celestial world, the good and the true could be
taken for granted, but beauty never could. The problem is not
with beauty or with finery but with the social system in which
they are asymmetrically circulated. Beautiful things should not
be swept away in some vast, totalitarian Puritan purge, but
should abound and be open to all.

Material things are intensely moral because of the unequal
social and economic system in which they circulate. The whole
world lies in sin in that some have more and others have less
(D&C 49:20). Some pleasures~of basketball court-sized liv-
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ing rooms or Imelda Marcos’s
infinite regress of shoes, never
broken in to the unique use-
value of her own feet--consist
only in the intoxicating air of
feeling oneself at the top. Park-
ing lots outside California wards
or neighborhoods along the
Wasatch Bench sometimes be-
come theaters of competitive
blessedness. Material goods can
be spiritual bads, if they are only
used to reenforce the sensation
of your own holiness. Goods (in
the tangible sense) are related to
the good (in the moral sense).
Should Christians follow some
kind of categorical imperative in
our pleasures? This would mean
that we would enjoy what in
principle only could be enjoyed
by everyone. What would a so-
ciety look like in which no en-
joyment or pleasure was
predicated on another not being
able to have it? Who can hear
such doctrine in this world?
There is a difference between
taking pleasure in the fact of ex-

O UR PRIVATE PLEASURES ARE THE SYMPTOMS OF

INEQUALITY. BEAUTIFUL THINGS SHOULD NOT BE

SWEPT AWAY IN SOME VAST TOTALITARIAN PURITAN

PURGE, BUT SHOULD ABOUND AND BE OPEN TO ALL.

clusivity (Donald Trump) and taking pleasures from which
others are excluded. The first we can decide to avoid, but to
avoid the second would require us to quarantine ourselves
from the global economymperhaps an impossible task.

having found a dwelling; misery
is when desires wander about
like dispossessed spirits, seeking
rest and finding none.

It may sound paradoxical to
suggest that a cure for material-
isrn is a genuine appreciation,
love, and gratitude for worldly
goods. Too often materialism is a
flight from the world of plain-
ness, the world of ordinary joys.
We incredibly rich and largely
spoiled North Americans need to
turn to finite and material things,
rather than flee from them, for
this may be the character of our
continuing and eternal exis-
tence. Does not God say that his
greatness and glory are due more
to his ongoing work in the mess
and muck of finitude than his
detached glory above-it-all?
(Moses 1:39.) Does not true god-
liness consist partly in the tam-
ing of one~ longings for the lofty
and infinite long enough to do
what one can to bring about the
salvation and exaltation of par-
ticular people? Is not this world

of material things and embodied spirits designed as an educa-
tion in the things of eternity? Maybe an attitude adjustment of
the rich would be one step in the right direction toward the
more serious issue: how to care for tee poor of the earth.1°

CONCLUSION

I HAVE explored attitudes toward the body and toward
possessionsmtwo sorts of material things--and argued that
while Mormon thinking can encourage much positive thought
toward the material world, we generally neglect the lessons
that matter has to teach us (a main point of being on Earth,
after all, according to Mormon cosmology). The lust to possess
is not a case of the body~ appetites running out of control, but
something else--a twisted spiritual adventure run rampant.
We have to learn from matter: lessons of dwelling, horniness,
modesty, plainness, the joys of the everyday uncanniness that
is all around us. A farm, said Emerson, is a mute gospel.
Almost everyone can luxuriate in the animal joy of simply
being alive, savor the colorful glories of the crabapple trees in
spring, the greenness of the grass, the blue sky though the
magnolia trees, the ever-changing expressions of children.
There is enough and to spare, and nobody is excluded from
partaking. Many of these sorts of joys are already distributed
democratically. All the earth is a temple, as are our bodies: we
needn’t build towers to find heaven or shrines to capture it
when it visits. Happiness is the condition of one’s desires
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